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By Ken Datzman

Carey Gleason of the Bridges Foundation, attorney Jack

Kirschenbaum of GrayRobinson, and a host of other area

leaders are on a mission to help people live longer and better in

Brevard County.

They are looking to rally broad interest from corporations,

small–business owners, elected and government officials, and

others in support of an on–site assessment and perhaps the

actual implementation of a “Blue Zone” on the Space Coast, now

seen as the cutting edge of health and wellness in a growing

number of communities across America.

If there is wide commitment and it happens, it would be the

second Blue Zone in Florida. Naples, on the other coast, led the

way several years ago. “We need some strong leadership in the

community to make this happen,” said Kirschenbaum. “This is

about helping your community.”

“If you only have a few leaders as part of the project, the

collective impact will be less,” said Nick Buettner, the commu-

nity and corporate director for Minneapolis–based Blue Zones

LLC. “The opportunities for success will be challenging without

the whole community working together on a common goal.”

The Blue Zone initiative is unique because it is a public–

private collaboration and incorporates research findings that

are used to implement policies and programs that will move a

community toward optimal health and well–being.

In Blue Zone–designated cities there are approved Blue Zone

worksites, restaurants, grocery stores, and schools, for example,

which optimize their environments to make their communities

healthy. “This is where the importance of business leaders

becomes obvious,” said Buettner.

The program has measurably lowered health–care costs,

increased productivity, and improved the quality of life for

residents in Blue Zone communities, according to various

studies.

Blue Zones are gaining momentum in cities where thought–

leaders are clearly looking to the future. “We are interested in

taking the next step in the Blue Zone process, which is having

an assessment conducted,” said Gleason, executive director of

the Bridges Foundation. “We have a great group of core people

who are interested in moving this forward. It’s a process to

bring a Blue Zone here, and we’re still learning and looking to

gain support for the project.”

Gleason initiated the “cold call” to the Blue Zones headquar-

Does Brevard have what
it takes to become a new
‘Blue Zone Community’?

Carey Gleason, executive director of the Bridges Foundation, and attorney Jack Kirschenbaum of GrayRobinson, along with
other community leaders, are trying to rally support from businesses and organizations as well as elected and government
officials to have a ‘Blue Zone’–designated city in Brevard. The community well–being improvement concept is growing across
the nation. Established in 2010, the project was inspired by Dan Buettner, a ‘National Geographic’ Fellow and ‘New York
Times’ best–selling author who identified five regions of the world — ‘Blue Zones’ — with the highest concentration of people
living to 100 years or older.
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By Ken Datzman

The visibility of the Brevard Job Link
got a big boost in 2001.

The continuing contraction in the
economy, although a rebound is expected
in 2002, focused a much brighter light on
the importance of the organization and
its mission in the county.

The four full–service, one–stop career
centers in Brevard — from Palm Bay to
Titusville — handled significantly
increased traffic, even catering to people
who have never had a need to tap this
resource before.

“It’s been a great year in that we have
been able to get services out to people
quicker and more efficiently than ever
before,” said Linda South, executive
director of the organization. She added, “I
think a lot more people have come to
understand the value of the rich re-
sources that are available in the Brevard
Job Link centers, not only from a job–
seeker’s standpoint but also from the
employer’s standpoint.”

These information–packed centers
offer a variety of services to job seekers,
businesses and the unemployed. For
instance, there are job referrals, Internet

Brevard Job Link key
resource connecting
firms and job seekers

access to America’s Job Bank and other
employment Web sites, videos, career
guidebooks and an in–depth collection of
periodicals, including “The Wall Street
Journal.”

The centers also have computers
equipped with word–processing software,
fax machines, copiers, laser printers, and
telephones with long–distance access. A
videoconference system is available,
which may be used for conducting
interviews.

Employers, said South, can provide
the Job Link with its openings free of
charge either online, by fax or phone,
visit one of the centers “or they can ask
for a representative to come and see
them at their place of business. We
would like to see every single job order in
Brevard County to be in the Job Link
system, so that we can rapidly match
skill sets. And if we don’t have the match
we’ll use the information to create
education and training opportunities that
are responsive to the need.”

Brevard Job Link is funded through
the Brevard Development Workforce
Board Inc. in Rockledge. It also has been
successful in winning competitive grants

What the Social Security plan would mean to you
By Mary Deibel
Scripps Howard Service

Here’s what to expect if Social
Security is changed so that younger
workers can invest some of their payroll
tax money in private accounts, as
President Bush’s Social Security Com-
mission proposed a few weeks ago.

Current retirees and those nearing
retirement — anyone 55 or older today
— would get Society Security benefits as
promised under the present system.

Workers younger than 55 could put
money into a private account. GOP panel
member and former Congressman Bill
Frenzel calls the Bush Commission’s
three–account alternatives the Free
Lunch, the Blue–Plate Special and the
Subsidized Lunch.

Nothing will happen immediately
since President Bush isn’t expected to
make any recommendations to Congress
until 2003, after the 2002 congressional
elections.

Basic Social Security checks would be
smaller than called for in current law.
Depending on market performance, total
benefits from Social Security plus your
personal account could be higher or
lower.

The commission plans call for extra
tax money of up to $71 billion a year and
require other changes that could raise
income or payroll taxes or raise the
retirement age for future retirees.

Social Security currently collects
enough payroll tax to pay 100 percent of
benefits through 2038 and 73 percent of
benefits thereafter if the system isn’t
changed.

The 16–member panel unanimously
approved these options three weeks ago
to carry out Bush’s campaign pledge to
let younger workers divert some of the
6.2 percent payroll tax they owe on
wages to individual accounts that own
stocks and bonds.

Workers who opted to take part would
choose from the five low–risk funds, one
each for government bonds, corporate
bonds and a stocks–and–bonds mix, plus
two stock–index funds that track the
broader market. Workers could change
their choice once a year and couldn’t
borrow or withdraw money.

l PLAN 1. “Free Lunch” — lets
workers put 2 percentage points of their
6.2 percent payroll tax into a personal
account. Nothing else changes, and

The four full–service one–stop career centers of Brevard Job Link are seeing increased traffic. Linda South,
executive director, said her organization is a rich resource for both the job seeker as well as the employer.
Michael Anderson is associate director. They are at the Melbourne site in Perimeter Center.
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Dr. Ross Clevens recognized as one of ‘10
Best Plastic Surgeons for Client Satisfaction’

The American Institute of Plastic Surgeons has

recognized the exceptional performance of Florida plastic

surgeon Dr. Ross Clevens as one of the “10 Best Plastic

Surgeons for Client Satisfaction” for two years running

(2016–2017).

Clevens Face and Body Specialists is based in

Melbourne.

The American Institute of Plastic Surgeons is a third–

party rating organization that publishes an annual list of

the “Top 10 Plastic Surgeons” in each state. Surgeons who

are selected to the “10 Best” list must pass the American

Institute of Plastic Surgeons’ rigorous selection process,

which is based on patient or peer nominations, thorough

research and American Institute of Plastic Surgeons’

independent evaluation.

The American Institute of Plastic Surgeons’ annual list

was created to be used as a resource for patients during the

surgeon selection process.

One of the most significant aspects of the selection

process involves surgeons’ relationships and reputation

among his or her patients. As patients should be a

surgeon’s top priority, the American Institute of Plastic

Surgeon places the “utmost emphasis on selecting

surgeons who have achieved significant success in the field

of plastic surgery without sacrificing the service and

support they provide.” Selection criteria therefore focuses

on surgeons who demonstrate the “highest standards of

client satisfaction.”

You can contact Dr. Ross Clevens directly at 727–3223

or www.DrClevens.com.

Charlie Latham, Waste Management leader
in Florida, is honored at national conference

NEW ORLEANS — A Florida waste professional was

honored by the national waste and recycling industry trade

group at an awards ceremony.

As part of the 49th annual WasteExpo Conference and

Exhibition, the National Waste & Recycling Association

(NWRA) honored Charlie Latham, who works in govern-

ment affairs at Waste Management in Florida.

He was presented with the Chapter Leadership Award

for his service to the industry. Latham currently chairs the

Florida chapter where he has been instrumental in

advocating for the industry’s priorities at the state level.

“Charlie has always remained involved in NWRA

helping chapters thrive regardless of where he was

working,” said Kevin Kraushaar, interim CEO of NWRA.

Latham previously held leadership positions in the

association’s Georgia chapter. In addition to his association

contributions, Latham is currently serving his second term

as mayor of his hometown, Jacksonville Beach.

“This is an honorable, recession–proof industry full of

hard–working people,” said Latham. “The work ethic in

this industry closely parallels the military, and I’m proud

to be among such a hard–working group of women and

men.”

The awards ceremony in New Orleans was part of

WasteExpo 2017 (www.WasteExpo.com), North America’s

largest solid waste and recycling tradeshow.

Riverview Tower
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Space Coast Machinist Apprenticeship Program

Offering Certification

Manufacturing companies - place your ma-

chinists in a state approved apprenticeship

program to receive journeyman certification

in machining from the State of Florida.

Program provides classroom and lab work

taught by working professional machinists

in conjunction with on-the-job training by

the company. Very low cost for companies.

No cost for students.

Enroll today as a student or a participating company.

Call 321-254-8278 for details

Grow with Manufacturing  in Brevard!
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Located at the Intersection of US1 & Suntree Blvd.

80,000 sq.ft. "Class A" Office/Retail Building � Prime Visability

High Traffic Count � Underground Parking

Spectacular Intercoastal Views

At Suntree
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about the condition of our beaches. The stories would focus

on erosion, shoreline rebuilding and also the positive

effects of the waves and tides on our coastline. As a child, I

did not understand the importance of the work of the

waves on our beaches.

Now I understand.

While on my recent walk on the beach, I thought about

my life these past few years and the waves, big and small,

that have washed over me — much like the ones I stood

watching wash over the coastline in front of me. Because of

the waves that have rippled through my own life, I have

been eroded, replenished and reshaped in so many

different ways. However, I cannot say that I did not fight

the waves and their work in my life even when the erosion

and replenishment was necessary to reshape or refocus me

in a positive way.

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

has conducted a great deal of research on the science of

waves and their effects on beach environments. I think

when we examine some of their findings, we will find

guidance in allowing the waves in our own lives do their

work:

There are good waves: The waves that you see break on

the coastline every day at a beach are wind waves. The

wind has blown across the ocean and created ripples that

roll onto the shore. These waves are necessary because

they move nutrients to and from the shore. They also

remove sediments and other natural trash from the coast.

There is a big difference between how the beach and

humans react to these wind waves. The beach, on a daily

basis, allows the waves to do their work. Humans fight a

futile battle against these waves in life. Each day, month

and year in our life brings changes positive and negative.

However, I have often found myself standing on the

coastline of my life attempting to hold onto dirty sand

while the waves are attempting to wash those unneeded

parts away from my life. Simultaneously, I am not taking

the moment to find and appreciate the beautiful deposits of

the waves much like the shells and nutrients gifted to

beaches by every wave rolling onto shore.

I challenge each of you to allow the wind waves in your

life to do their work. Allow these good waves to take the

bad and leave the good.

There are bad waves: A tsunami is a wave that is not

caused by wind. Instead, tsunamis are waves that are

caused by some abrupt disturbance such as an earthquake,

landslide or underwater volcano eruption.

When tsunamis arrive on shore, unlike wind waves,

they can cause massive destruction and loss of life. The

recovery, though possible, can be prolonged and very

difficult. But there can indeed be recovery.

In the past few years, I have experienced several

tsunamis in my own life. These were massive waves that

washed over me, knocked me down and took large pieces of

my soul. I have had to rebuild and recover. However, the

rebuilding of my life has actually left me with a stronger

mind, body and soul than I had before. Because of those

tsunamis in my life, my unstable foundation was washed

away but I was also forced to conscientiously rebuild a

foundation in my life that is the strongest it has ever been.

So, even in the case of such devastation, I had to allow

the waves to do their work.

Yes, good and bad waves exist both in the ocean and in

our lives. These good and bad waves can and will have

positive and negative side effects on the beach as well as in

our lives. However, how you react to the waves will

determine their true and lasting effects in your life.

Be more like the beach. It allows the regular wind

waves to do their daily jobs of replenishment and erosion

because both are necessary for the continued stability of

the coastline. The beach allows the wind waves to do their

work.

The beach also waits in anticipation of those unex-

pected tsunamis that will surely come. After, the tsunami

crashes ashore, the beach slowly but surely recovers and,

undoubtedly, returns stronger than before the disaster.

The beach allows the tsunamis to do their work.

How about you? Will you allow the waves to do their

work in your own life?

Allow the waves to do their work — they roll through our lives on daily basis
By Carolyn Massiah
UCF Forum columnist

I have found that the beach is one of the most relaxing

places to visit. Fortunately, I live in the great state of

Florida where I am able to visit a beach on either coast on

just about any day of the year. So it was that I found

myself recently walking along one of our east coast beaches

when I began to watch the waves leave and return to the

shore again and again.

While watching the waves roll over the shoreline, I

began to think about life and the work of the waves that

roll through on a daily basis.

I am a business professional/academic by training.

Beyond the usual general education requirements for my

undergraduate degree years ago, I hold no special body of

knowledge regarding oceanography. However, I grew up

near Rehoboth Beach, Del., a beach town in the northeast.

Throughout my childhood and into my teenage years, I

remember that the news would constantly have stories

Dr. Carolyn A. Massiah is an associate lecturer
in the UCF College of Business. She can be
reached at Carolyn.Massiah@UCF.edu.

Titusville Sea Turtle Festival is set; free event with full slate of activities
The seventh annual Titusville Sea Turtle Festival will be held on Friday, June 9, and Saturday, June 10, in downtown

Titusville. The hours are 6–9 p.m. on Friday and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday. Attendees will learn more about sea

turtles and how to protect the coastal areas and lagoons necessary for their survival.

The family event, offered free of charge to the community, will be on South Washington Avenue. On Friday night,

there will be a street party with live “island “ music, hula dancing, local food, educational displays and turtle talks,

vendors and artisans, as well as the Turtle Crawl hunt for “turtles hidden downtown.”

From 8–11 a.m. on Saturday, the Canaveral National Seashore will have a beach clean up, and there will be Junior

Ranger activities and kayak demonstrations at Eddy Creek and Playalinda Beach. To view the full activities for both

days, check out the Titusville Sea Turtle Festival at www.NBBD.com or Facebook page or call 268–0122.

Art Gallery of Viera hosting painting classes
The Art Gallery of Viera is now hosting Pastel Painting classes. The classes are held from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. on

Sundays and 6–8 p.m. on Tuesdays. The address is 2201 Town Center Drive, Suite 111. The fee is $25 per class or $85 fo r

four classes. Attendees will learn how to paint nature scapes, abstracts, and portraits. To register for these classes,

contact Debi Pettigrew at 749–1153 or DPettigrewcfl.rr.com.
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‘Loyalty is everything to me!!!’
Brevard County Sheriff Robert Wayne Ivey
(321) 271–6029
to Dana Delaney Loyd
at 5:19 p.m., April 29, 2015

‘Hi. I need to report
suspected abuse.’
Dana Delaney Loyd
aka Theresa Smith
to Florida Abuse Hotline
at 11:12 a.m., April 29, 2015

5/7/2016 Jihosoft Android Manager

file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/B55/My%20Documents/androidMGR/Call%20logs/Contacts/New%20Folder/SAMSUNG-SM-G900A-05-07-2016-11-… 4/12

Content: I released the Tomlin picture

From: +13212716029(Ivey )
Date: 2015-05-27 12:33:48

Content: What's the picture?

To: +13212716029(Ivey )
Date: 2015-05-27 12:35:05

Content: Are you fucking with me? I was told you had it

From: +13212716029(Ivey )
Date: 2015-05-27 12:35:45

Content: I have no clue what you are talking about. Who told you I have "it?"

To: +13212716029(Ivey )
Date: 2015-05-27 12:43:37

Content: Look at Brevards best news

From: +13212716029(Ivey )
Date: 2015-05-27 12:44:16

Content: Ten four. What's it relating to

From: +13212716029(Ivey )
Date: 2015-05-27 12:46:45

Content: Nice caption:) Is that the picture from a couple of years ago?

To: +13212716029(Ivey )
Date: 2015-05-27 12:54:28

Content: No, july

From: +13212716029(Ivey )
Date: 2015-05-27 12:56:19

Content:
You may want to verify that cause I saw that picture a year and a half ago. It was taken
in the conference room at the jail following a meeting that followed an long term critical
issue.

To: +13212716029(Ivey )
Date: 2015-05-27 13:03:41

Content: It's on the properties on SD card

To: +13212716029(Ivey )
Date: 2015-05-27 13:28:59

Content: I didn't know who sent me the card, but based on social media, I do now. If you want the
card, I'll get to you, if you don't, I'm going to destroy it.

From: +13212716029(Ivey )
Date: 2015-05-27 13:53:50

Content: What else is on it

To: +13212716029(Ivey )
Date: 2015-05-27 14:13:35

Content: A bunch of documents, apparently seeley worried about it because of what he said on
FB...I can tell you I glanced at two, too much to read, clicked on picture.
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By Brad Buck
UF/IFAS Communications

GAINESVILLE — LaToya O’Neal and others at the

University of Florida Institute of Food and Agricultural

Sciences are trying to ensure that all people can buy

nutritious food and, in turn, curb obesity among those with

limited daily access to healthy food.

Those who go day–to–day with little to no access to

nutritious food are food–insecure, O’Neal said.

About 13 percent of American households experienced

food–insecurity in 2015, according to the U.S. Department

of Agriculture. That is 29.1 million adults and 13.1 million

children. Within that group are more than 3 million

Florida residents.

Research by the Food Research & Action Center shows

that those with access to fresh foods tend to eat healthier

diets and therefore are at a lower risk for obesity, a

complex condition that can lead to cardiovascular and

other chronic diseases. According to the Florida Depart-

ment of Health, 26 percent of the state’s residents are

obese, a disease heavily influenced by your diet.

In a new Extension document, O’Neal discusses low

food security, defined as a decrease in diet quality or

preference without a change in food consumption. She also

explains the connection between obesity and people who

are food insecure.

Many food–insecure families live in food deserts, in

which residents live far from a supermarket and have

limited transportation, according to the U.S. Centers for

Disease Control.

“When you consider the circumstances that are

typically associated with food insecurity, you can under-

stand the connection between food insecurity and obesity,”

said O’Neal, a UF/IFAS assistant professor in family,

youth and community sciences. O’Neal’s research and

Extension programs aim to promote weight–related

chronic disease prevention and management.

“To address food choice, we would educate individuals

on the importance of making healthier food choices,” she

said.

For example, O’Neal and her colleagues will share with

consumers the benefits of eating fresh or frozen produce,

which are typically lower in sodium than the canned

variety. They will also encourage reduced consumption of

sugary beverages and fried foods.

Community discussions also offer a good platform to

help stop the cycle of food–insecurity and obesity, O’Neal

said.

“This would allow us the opportunity to work with

residents to problem–solve,” she said. “For example, we

could teach residents how to budget for healthy eating and

how to apply for assistance when applicable.”

Additionally, UF/IFAS can identify community

partners and organizations with whom to work so they can

better address food insecurity, O’Neal said. As examples,

O’Neal cited partnerships that could bring farmers’

markets to food–insecure areas.

“Collaborating with other community and health–

focused organizations to increase access to healthy foods

has been beneficial in other areas where I have worked,”

O’Neal said “For example, healthy corner store initiatives,

which involve supplying corner stores with fresh produce,

have had some success in low–resource communities.”

UF/IFAS Extension offers a free Family Nutrition

Program (FNP) to beneficiaries of the Supplemental

Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP). FNP implements

SNAP–Ed nutrition education to teach participants how to

shop efficiently, eat healthier and become more physically

active.

Visit your local Extension office for more information.

UF helps slow the cycle of food–insecurity and obesity; offers Family Nutrition Program to SNAP participants

LBR’s Brian Fernandez brokers transactions in Melbourne market
Brian Fernandez, an office specialist at area firm Lightle Beckner Robison Inc., recently completed a real–estate

sale and a lease in the heart of Melbourne’s medical district. He represented both the seller and the purchaser of a

2,942–square–foot medical office building at 1324 Valentine St., near Health First Holmes Regional Medical Center. In

another transaction, Fernandez represented the landlord in the leasing of a 5,000–plus square–foot facility at 109 Silver

Palm Ave. A medical group from Tampa, new to this area, will occupy the building. Chris Angelo of Century 21 Commer-

cial in Tampa represented the tenant. For additional information on the local firm, visit www.TeamLBR.com.

Career Source
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By Zenaida Kotala
UCF News & Information

ORLANDO — An instrument that will provide

unprecedented imaging of the Earth’s upper atmosphere

has been successfully installed on a commercial satellite

that will carry it into geostationary orbit some 22,000

miles above the planet.

The GOLD instrument, which is short for Global–scale

Observations of the Limb and Disk, is expected to launch

aboard a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket from the Space Coast by

the end of the year. The University of Central Florida is

leading the mission; the Laboratory for Atmospheric and

Space Physics (LASP) at the University of Colorado at

Boulder designed and built the instrument. LASP will also

operate the instrument during its two–year mission.

The mission is possible because of a joint agreement

with SES Government solutions, which will provide the

launch. The mission is a first–of–its–kind partnership

between a university and commercial spacecraft operator

to enable a NASA science mission. Such an approach may

usher in a new era of similar projects giving universities

nationwide broader access to getting science research into

space.

The GOLD instrument will fly aboard an SES–14

satellite as a hosted payload. Hosted payloads enable

NASA to make use of commercial satellite platforms as a

new avenue for relatively low–cost science opportunities in

space, according to NASA.

The successful integration of the ultraviolet instrument

onto the SES–14 satellite this month marks a milestone as

the team prepares for launch. Next, the instrument and

satellite will undergo a series of environmental tests at

Airbus Defence and Space in Toulouse, France, before

being shipped to Florida for final launch preparations.

“Launch is almost within sight. The progress is exciting

to see, and it’s getting even more exciting,” said Richard

Eastes, GOLD principal investigator and UCF scientist.

“Integration of the GOLD instrument has gone even better

than I’d ever hoped. That’s a tremendous testament to the

ability of the instrument and the satellite teams.”

GOLD is designed to capture never–before–seen images

of the Earth’s thermosphere and ionosphere, detecting

changes in temperature and composition due to space

weather activity. This is a critical step in understanding

how to predict the impact of space weather events on

Earth.

Some of the most dramatic space weather originates on

the sun with ejections of plasma and X–rays into space.

When directed at the Earth, ensuing geomagnetic storms

have the potential to interfere with radio communication

and disrupt GPS satellites, impacting everything from

airline travel to high–tech farming, satellite TV program-

ming and cell phone connections.

The GOLD mission will make measurements from a

longitude of 47.5ºW during its two years of prime mission

operations. The satellite has a life expectancy of 15 years.

In addition to building the UV instrument the size of a

microwave oven, the Colorado laboratory is providing

project management, systems engineering, safety and

mission assurance, instrument operations, and public

outreach for the mission. Eastes, who is based at UCF’s

Florida Space Institute, oversees the project and is

building the data center that will process and disseminate

GOLD science data.

GOLD is a mission of opportunity and part of NASA’s

Explorer Program. NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center

in Greenbelt, Maryland, manages the Explorer Program

for NASA’s Science Mission Directorate in Washington.

The Explorer Program seeks to provide frequent, low–cost

access to space for NASA heliophysics and astrophysics

missions requiring small to mid–sized spacecraft.

Other members of the GOLD team include the National

Center for Atmospheric Research, the University of

California at Berkeley, Computational Physics Inc., and

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

GOLD mission takes next the step for end–of–year launch; University of Central Florida leads partnership

2Fly Group purchases new 737 training device; set up at its local headquarters
MERRITT ISLAND — 2Fly Group has taken delivery of its first 737 training device from German manufacturer

CockpitSonic. The simulator is set up at the group’s headquarters. The device will be used in the training curriculum with

the group’s FTO, 2Fly Airborne. 2Fly Airborne has plans to integrate the simulator into their career pilot programs,

streamlining the transition from general aviation piston aircraft to high performance and jet operations.

“The addition of this simulator to our training curriculum will give our students an advantage over other ab–initi o

schools,” said Giuseppe Vitola, chief pilot at 2Fly Airborne. “Our students will gain valuable knowledge with this simula-

tor training, preparing them for their future at the airline.”

2Fly Airborne is part of the 2Fly Group, a global group of aviation companies offering pilot training, cabin–cre w

training, aircraft management, aircraft charter, aircraft sales, simulation, airline and FBO services. 2Fly Group special-

izes in FAA and EASA airline pilot training from its training centers in America and Spain.

For information on the company’s programs and services, contact Adam Brumbaugh, vice president of marketing, at

453–2222 or send an email message to Adam@2FlyGroup.com.

National Realty recognizes top–performing agents
National Realty of Brevard Inc. has announced its top producing agents for April. At the Indialantic office: top listin g

agent, Johnnie Stout; top sales agent, Lesly Breson; and top producer, Judith Kaiser. Suntree: top listing agent, Debbie

Schmid; top sales agent, Laura Forman; and top producer, Forman. Palm Bay: top listing agent, Steve Scheller; top sales

agents, Rita Hicks and Suzette Mattes; and top producer, Diane DeYorgi. And Melbourne: top listing agent, Lisa Ellison ;

top sales agent, Patrick “PJ” McLoughlin; and top producer, Jack Ryals.
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Please see Glenn’s Tire & Service Co., page 15

Summer travel season opens — time to have the vehicle or RV checked to
prevent roadside breakdown; Hickman of Glenn’s Tire & Service gives tips
By Ken Datzman

Summer is fast approaching and

that means families will be traveling on

busy interstates and roadways across

America heading to their vacation

destinations.

Many travelers, however, will face

emergency–breakdown situations en

route to their vacation spot, an unpleas-

ant experience, for sure.

Dead batteries, overheated engines,

and dangerous tire blowouts are some

of the things that can put you on the

side of the road during your trip,

creating a potential safety hazard for

other drivers as well.

To avoid common roadside problems,

plan ahead and schedule a checkup for

your vehicle before heading out on your

trip. Oil changes, fluid–level checks,

battery tests, and tire inspections, for

instance, go a long way toward reduc-

ing the chances for a breakdown.

“Preventive maintenance is the best

way to guard against roadside break-

downs,” said industry veteran Todd

Hickman, the mechanical department

service manager at Glenn’s Tire &

Service Co., which is marking its 65th

year in 2017 as a family owned busi-

ness.

“Think safety, safety, safety, and

schedule an inspection of your vehicle

before you begin your trip. Having a

disabled vehicle on the interstate can

be a stressful event for a family. Make

sure your car is in good running

condition and has been thoroughly

inspected. You do not want to be

rescued on the interstate during your

vacation or at any other time. Take

precautions.”

He also says something that a lot of

people do not think about when

planning a trip is to take along a spare

car key. “It’s smart to do that,” and do

not text or engage in distracting

activities while driving.

Hickman, who has worked in his

industry for more than 30 years, holds

the coveted American Service Excel-

lence Master Automotive Technician

certification and a host of other

industry credentials. The nonprofit

ASE is a group that tests and certifies

the competence of auto technicians

nationally. Glenn’s Tire & Service has a

team of ASE–certified technicians.

The Carmichael family has run

Glenn’s Tire & Service since 1952.

Brothers Scott Carmichael and Sean

Carmichael are the third generation

operators of the business.

Hickman also advises consumers

who are planning summer travel, or

any travel, to be sure to check the

website Safecar.gov., which is run by

the National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration, for the latest informa-

tion on vehicle recalls.

“On the site you can check to make

sure there are no recalls still open on

your particular vehicle. NHTSA’s new

search tool lets you enter your VIN

(Vehicle Identification Number) and it

will tell you which recalls have been

completed and which have not been

completed. It’s a good site for vehicle–

safety information and is user–

friendly.”

This summer, the American Auto-

mobile Association expects to rescue

7 million drivers, with the majority

facing battery and tire–related issues.

This number could soar higher, with a

new AAA survey revealing that four out

of 10 drivers are unprepared for

emergency–breakdown situations.

With three–quarters of family

travelers planning to drive to their

favorite vacation spot this summer, the

AAA reminds drivers to take the

necessary precautions to ensure they

are well prepared for a safe road trip.

Unfortunately, AAA has found that

many drivers are unprepared for

roadside emergencies. The survey

statistics show that two–thirds of

drivers have never proactively had

their car battery tested, one in five do

not know how to change a tire, and four

in 10 do not carry an emergency kit in

their vehicle.

While more than half of members’

problems are resolved at the roadside

by AAA, more than 3 million drivers

will experience significant vehicle

issues this summer that require a tow

to a repair facility.

Before taking a trip, review this ASE

checklist. Some of these service tips

require a skilled technician.

l AIR CONDITIONING. A margin-

ally operating system will fail in hot

weather. Have the system examined by

a qualified technician. “Newer models

have ‘cabin’ or ‘air filters’ that clean the

air entering the heating and air–

conditioning system,” said Hickman.

“They need to be checked on a yearly

basis.”

l OIL. Change your oil and oil filter

as specified in your vehicle manual. If

you make frequent short jaunts,

extended trips with lots of luggage, or

tow a trailer, you might want to change

your oil more often than what’s

recommended in the manual. “Before

Industry veteran Todd Hickman is the mechanical department service manager at Glenn’s Tire &
Service Co. in Melbourne. With the summer travel season approaching, he recommends consumers
have their vehicles thoroughly inspected before embarking on a trip.
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Please see Causeway Mowers, page 17

By Ken Datzman

INDIAN HARBOUR BEACH —

Businessowners Kevin and Diana Shelton

bought a long–established beachside

company 12 years ago, and with a team of

dedicated associates have turned it into one

of the best–known retail stores of its kind

in the region.

The company, Causeway Mowers Inc. at

750 E. Eau Gallie Blvd., which serves both

the commercial and residential markets, is

a full–service outdoor power equipment

lawn and landscaping products superstore.

It also has a growing online store

(Causewaymower.com) for parts and

accessories.

The business draws customers from

St. Cloud to Vero Beach and is an autho-

rized dealer for the industry’s leading

brands, including Stihl, Toro, Honda, Bad

Boy, Kohler, and Briggs & Stratton.

In an age of big–box retailers scattered

across communities, the Sheltons’ indepen-

dent business has been able to prosper and

thrive by forging strong customer relation-

ships through the years and offering

personalized service, competitive prices,

and a large selection of merchandise.

With Father’s Day fast approaching,

Causeway Mowers has a lot of gift ideas.

The roughly 5,000–square–foot store has

every inch of space filled with goods. You’ll

find all types and brands of lawn mowers,

edgers, blowers, trimmers and brush

cutters, hand–powered tools including

chainsaws, pole saws, pressure washers,

fertilizers and spreaders, mulch, and tree–

climbing gear for professional tree cutters.

That’s just a sampling of Causeway

Mowers’ sizable investment in inventory,

which customers have come to expect when

they shop there.

“We cover both markets — commercial

and residential — and offer a wide range of

price points, from the most sophisticated

equipment for a landscaper, or for any

commercial customer, to the residential

consumer who has basic needs and just

wants to get the job done in a simple way,”

said Diana Shelton. “We’re here to serve

the customers no matter what size job

they’re doing.”

She says Causeway Mowers “goes the

extra step to make sure the customer has

the right tool for the job they are doing.

Every individual who works in our store is

Causeway Mowers known for wide selection of lawn and garden equipment
for commercial and residential markets; three Toro Summit Club Awards

reach out to our clients when they are a

having mechanical problems with their

mowers,” Diana Shelton said.

“For instance, if we have a commercial

customer whose mower has broken down

and he’s scheduled to do a large property,

we will loan him a mower in order for his

business to get the job done while we repair

the equipment. Time is money to these

lawn mowing and landscape operators. We

know that first–hand.”

Causeway Mowers has just been

recognized for top dealer achievement by

the Bloomington, Minn.–based Toro

Company. The store has earned the “Toro

Residential Landscape Contractor Summit

Club Award.” Causeway Mowers is now a

three–time winner of that honor. The

award is presented to qualifying Toro

dealers in recognition of their outstanding

sales of Landscape Contractor Equipment.

“It takes a lot of hard work and a solid

team effort to earn the Summit Award,

something that we are very proud of at

Causeway Mowers,” said Diana Shelton.

“This is our third year winning the award.

It’s very humbling to have received this

honor within our industry for three years.”

Causeway Mowers also has been

recognized, for three years running (2014,

2015, and 2016), as one of the “Best

Businesses” in Indian Harbour Beach.”

Causeway Mowers has won the award in

the “Nurseries and Gardening” category.

The City of Indian Harbour Beach

recognizes small businesses that have

achieved “outstanding marketing success”

in their local community and business

category. They are singled out on an

annual basis for “enhancing the positive

image of small businesses through service

to their customers and the community.”

“We are very community focused,” she

said. “We have a great relationship with

committed to top–notch customer service.”

Diana Shelton added, “We have very

professional, knowledgeable team mem-

bers who understand that this is a service–

driven business. It’s not just about selling

equipment. We have to meet the

customer’s needs in the best way possible.

And we have people on staff who will show

the customers how to best use and operate

the equipment if they are not familiar with

it.”

Great customer service is closely aligned

with sales performance. A “Harvard

Business Review” study recently quantified

the value of the customer experience,

demonstrating that delivering excellent

service generates high returns. The study

suggests that the best way to retain

existing customers and generate new

business is to consistently provide a

positive customer experience.

“We strive to provide the best customer

service every day, and we are known to

Kevin and Diana Shelton purchased Causeway Mowers in Indian Harbour Beach in 2005 and have built the business into a thriving enterprise, thanks to a strong
customer base and the dedicated team members who work there. The full–service store is an authorized dealer for leading brands such as Toro, Stihl, and Bad
Boy. From left, the team includes: Kevin Shelton, Diana Shelton, Ed Kitchen, Margi Reilly, Keith Nowak, Don Bamberger, and Evelyn Pantoja.
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K9 Copper at Cocoa Police Department
to become therapy dog; national registry

COCOA — The Cocoa Police Department’s newest canine is training to become a

therapy dog. The K9 named Copper and its handler, Officer Chris Hattaway, are working

with the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office Paws and Stripes program to enable the team to

become part of a national registry for therapy dogs. The dogs are used to assist crime

victims, especially children who have been victims of abuse.

“When we have to go out and interview kids who have been traumatized, bringing the

dog allows them to get put back in their own environment and it allows them to think

better, and allows them to provide better statements and it gives us better evidence,” said

Dr. Jessie Holton of the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office Paws and Stripes program. “What

it does is it changes the justice system for child victims and even traumatized individuals

like domestic violence, elderly victims; it allows them to tell their story without being

stressed over and over.”

During the recent weeklong training the canine teams learned specific obedience

techniques, legal procedures and protocols for using therapy dogs and techniques for

interviews and public interaction among other skills.

“In an interview with a child, we will both go together,” said K9 Officer Hattaway. “I

have no part in it other than to be with Copper as he interacts with the child. Copper is

helping us bridge the gap. Whether it’s the first–time victim that’s never had any interac-

tion with the police or ever been able to tell their story, or a child in a school that’s afraid

to have an interaction with the police officer, a person in public that would not normally

engage the police department; Copper is helping us break all those barriers.”

Recently, Gov. Rick Scott signed new legislation to expand the use of therapy dogs in

court proceedings. The new law allows children, victims and individuals with an intellec-

tual disability to use therapy animals and facility dogs in legal proceedings involving child

abuse, abandonment and neglect.

Copper is an 8–month–old black and tan coonhound donated to the Cocoa Police

Department in February by Cynthia Drake Owens at Oak Hill Kennels in Oxford, N.C.

He is assigned to the Community Resource Unit. In addition to being a registered

therapy dog, Copper will be used for tracking and drug detection once he is fully trained.

Brevard Genealogical Society to host 2017 Summer Workshops
The Brevard Genealogical Society has announced the dates for its 2017 Summer

Workshops and Beginning Genealogy Course.

The workshops will be held in Room 1 at the Central Brevard Library at 308 Forrest

Ave. in Cocoa. They will begin at 9:30 a.m. and are free and open to the public.

l Monday, June 12 — “Brickwalls”– a roundtable discussion on how to solve your

research problems and break through those brick walls.

l Monday, July 10 — “How to List or Cite Your Sources” — Learn how to correctly

record the information on where you found the documents and records from your research

so that you or others will be able to find them later.

l Saturday, Aug. 12 — “Genealogy Simplified — Getting Started” — Instruction on

how to get started and get the most out of your research.

The Brevard Genealogical Society will also be hosting a four–week Beginning Geneal-

ogy Course. Instruction will be provided on how to find original documents, how to do

library research, and how to file your research and store your documents. The cost for

non–members is $20 and includes a binder with a complete course syllabus, a supply of

genealogy forms to record your findings, sheet protectors, and notebook paper.

A membership in the Brevard Genealogical Society for the remainder of 2017 is also

included in the course fee. The price for current members is $10.

The course dates are Fridays — June 16, 23, and 30; and Wednesday — July 5. The

classes will be conducted at the Central Brevard Library from 9:30–11:45 a.m.

To register for these events, visit www.FLBGS.org/ed/classes.

Sea Turtle Preservation Society presentation
The Satellite Beach Public Library at 751 Jamaica Blvd. will host a presentation by

the Sea Turtle Preservation Society at 9:30 a.m. on June 3 and June 10. Both dates are on

Saturday. The Sea Turtle Preservation Society will conduct a Sea Turtle Emergency

Response class on those dates. For more information on this program, call 676–1701.
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Tony and Yolanda Lopez are marking their 10th year

as Preppy Pet franchise owners in Melbourne with plans to

build their own facility. Currently, their full–service

upscale boarding facility is located at 4045 Dow Road,

Suite 105, in Melbourne. The husband–and–wife team

have seen their business grow through the years.

“I think we are doing awesome,” said Tony Lopez.

More than 70 percent of American families own one or

more pets. When they travel, they’re seeking a caring

boarding facility where their pets will enjoy themselves.

And for many people in the local market, Preppy Pets has

been their choice.

Now Tony and Yolanda are looking to raise Preppy

Pets’ visibility even further with their investment in Lot 11

at the new Eau Gallie Pointe commercial subdivision on

West Eau Gallie Boulevard in Melbourne.

“Our new 7,000–square–foot facility at Eau Gallie

Pointe will be a blessing for us,” said Tony Lopez. “We

don’t have our permits yet, so we haven’t broken ground on

the building. But we are excited about our new location.

Preppy Pets Melbourne will be 10 years old in September.”

The Eau Gallie Pointe project is being developed by

Mike Renfro of Matthew Development in Melbourne.

Preppy Pets will be located next to Welsh Companies,

whose 10,000–square–foot facility is under construction.

Preppy Pets, which is open seven days a week, provides

a range of services, including overnight dog boarding and

“doggie daycare packages.” The facility welcomes all size

dogs and breeds, cats, birds and small animals, too.

“We offer climate–controlled play areas for different size

dogs, and you can even watch your dog playing on our Pet

cams while vacationing,” said Tony Lopez.

The pet–loving Preppy Pet staff will customize your pet

stays to meet your needs and fit your budget. The phone

Preppy Pets to build new 7,000–square–foot facility at Eau Gallie Pointe development in Melbourne
number for the Melbourne facility is 242–2400.

Preppy Pets is an Orlando–based franchise system

founded in 2003.  Pet reservations are available at

www.MelbournePreppyPet.com.

Berkshire Hathaway Realty’s Melbourne office marking its one–year anniversary
The Melbourne branch of Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Florida Realty is celebrating its first anniversary. The

office is part of Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices, the real–estate brokerage network operated by HSF Affiliates LLC.

This announcement was made by Caprice Atwell, the managing broker for the Melbourne branch of the firm. Berk-

shire Hathaway HomeServices Florida Realty acquired the Melbourne office of Prudential Sterling Properties on May 2,

2016. The branch, founded originally in 1982, has grown to more than 63 sales professionals and continues to serve as a

leader in the Brevard County real–estate community.

“It’s a great feeling to continue to associate our franchise with the Melbourne branch of Berkshire Hathaway

HomeServices Florida Realty,” said Rei Mesa, the president and chief executive officer of Berkshire Hathaway

HomeServices Florida Realty. “We have more than 1,800 sales professionals representing the whole network, all of whom

exemplify the best in sales and customer service. Furthermore, the company brings to the real–estate market a definitive

mark of stability, strength and, above all, quality.”

Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Florida Realty joined the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Network in 2013.

“With the support of Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Florida Realty, we will continue to give homebuyers and

sellers what they want and how they want it,” said Atwell. “We’re committed to providing the best–in–class programs,

services, tools and a powerful new brand to drive exceptional performance and sustainable, profitable growth.”

EEL program committee to meet June 23 in Melbourne
A meeting of the Environmentally Endangered Lands Program’s Selection and Management Committee, established

by the Brevard County Board of County Commissioners, will be held at 1 p.m. on Friday, June 23, at the EEL Progra m

Office, 91 East Drive in Melbourne. The purpose of this meeting is to review lands under consideration for public

acquisition and management by the Brevard County Environmentally Endangered Lands Program. Any questions

regarding this meeting should be directed to Laura Clark at 255–4466 or Laura.Clark@brevardparks.com .
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JACKSONVILLE — 3Gtms Inc., a global provider of

Tier 1 transportation management software, and Crowley

Logistics, a provider of logistics services around the world,

recently announced Crowley’s expanded use of the 3G–TM

transportation management system (TMS) for its inland

transportation customers.

The implementation of the 3Gtms solution “is consis-

tent with Crowley’s objective of increasing the velocity of

customers’ supply chains and reducing their total landed

costs.” Crowley is able to do that with 3Gtms’ Optimization

and Execution tools, which “enable the Crowley team to

better manage the transportation challenges and unpre-

dictable hurdles that are prevalent in today’s world.”

Additionally, customers, carriers and other partners

benefit from easier integration through “faster onboarding

and lower costs.”

A transportation management system is a program

used to manage all aspects of transportation of goods,

including planning and decision–making; transportation

execution; transport follow–up, which typically involves

following any physical or administrative actions; and

measurement and reporting. A TMS typically integrates

with an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software, or

Warehouse Management System (WMS) and takes over

where those systems step out. TMS can be used for

tracking, planning and optimization purposes. When used

properly customers can see efficiency cost reductions and

improvements in order visibility.

“Our robust TMS gives Crowley unmatched power and

adaptability as it serves the diverse transportation needs

of customers and delivers more cost savings to them

through optimization,” said Mitch Weseley, the chief

executive officer of 3Gtms. “Crowley has a very profes-

sional team that is skilled at leveraging the full power of

our TMS. They are doing an outstanding job with the

project and have been taking full advantage of our solution

to benefit their customers. We are extremely proud to

partner with them.”

The partnership between Crowley and 3Gtms gives

Crowley another tool to provide flexible and dynamic

services to both commercial and public sector customers.

“We chose 3Gtms because it offered the best TMS on

the market to help us achieve our goals of expanding and

optimizing our transportation offerings,” said Carl Fox,

Crowley’s senior vice president, corporate services. “The

3Gtms team has been outstanding through implementa-

tion, integration and training.”

Crowley expands offerings with 3Gtms system; powers its multi–modal transportation solutions

Computer classes scheduled at library
The Palm Bay Public Library at 1520 Port Malabar Blvd. NE will present various computer classes throughout June .

The fee is $5 per class and registration is required. To inquire about these classes, call Julie at 952–4519.
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Glenn’s Tire & Service Co.
Continued from page 10

you go on a summer trip, make sure the oil in the car

is clean,” he said.

l TIRES. Check the condition of your tires and the

tire pressure. Examine tires for tread life, uneven

wearing and cupping; check the sidewalls for cuts and

nicks. Generally, have your tires rotated every 5,000

miles. “Based on the condition of the tires on your car,

we recommend rotating them at every oil–change

interval,” said Hickman.

l BATTERY. Batteries can fail any time of the

year. “They have a high failure rate in extreme heat,

such as that in states like Florida. Batteries need to

be tested periodically,” he said. The only accurate way

to detect a weak battery is with professional equip-

ment.

l COOLING SYSTEM. The greatest cause of

summer breakdowns is overheating. The cooling

system should be completely flushed and refilled every

24 months. The level, condition, and concentration of

the coolant should be checked periodically “to make

sure you have the correct mixture of coolant and

distilled water. This gives your car the protection it

needs to keep from boiling over,” said Hickman.

l WINDSHIELD WIPERS. “They need to be

checked, especially during the rainy season in

Florida.” A dirty windshield causes eye fatigue and

can pose a safety hazard. Replace worn blades and get

plenty of windshield washer solvent.

l LIGHTS. “Make sure all of the lights and bulbs

on your vehicle, both outside and inside, are working

properly,” said Hickman. Periodically clean the dirt

and insects from all lenses. To prevent scratching,

never use a dry rag.

l BRAKES. Brakes should be inspected as recom-

mended in your manual, or sooner if you notice

pulsations, grabbing, noises, or longer stopping

distance. Brake problems should be corrected

promptly. “We do a visual inspection of the brakes

during the tire–rotation process. That way we take

care of two things at one time for the customer.”

l KEEP ENGINE TUNED–UP. A well–maintained

engine operates at peak efficiency, maximizing gas

mileage. Follow the service schedules listed in the

owner’s manual. Have any engine performance

problems (rough idling, poor acceleration, etc.)

corrected at a repair facility. Given today’s high–tech

engines, it’s wise to have this type of work done by

auto technicians who are ASE certified in engine

performance.

l EMERGENCIES. Carry some basic tools — ask a

technician for suggestions. Also include a first–aid kit,

flares, and a flashlight. “A number of companies make

safety kits to put in your car, and always have contact

numbers with you should a problem arise with your

vehicle on the interstate or roadway,” said Hickman.

Every vehicle should be equipped with a well–stocked

emergency kit that includes a mobile phone and car

charger, drinking water, and extra snacks.

Glenn’s Tire & Service not only maintains cars and

trucks, but it also does full recreational vehicle

maintenance. “We’re a big servicer of RVs. We have

specifically designed service bays to accommodate the

height and overall size of RVs. The RV market is a

very important part of our business on the service

side,” said Hickman, whose company was named the

Better Business of the Year in 2013 by the Melbourne

Regional Chamber of East Central Florida.

Consumers looking to get away more and save on

travel should go “RVing,” according to a survey

comparing vacation costs. The research shows that

recreation vehicle trips remain the least costly, even

during a time of fluctuating fuel prices.

The study, prepared for the Recreation Vehicle

Industry Association by PKF Consulting USA, found

that RV travel is 23 to 59 percent less expensive than

other types of vacations, for a family of four that owns

an RV.

For an “empty–nester” couple traveling by RV,

savings were 11 to 16 percent.

Even after accounting for factors such as RV

ownership costs and fuel prices, the study confirms

that RV vacations offer greater savings than those

using a personal car or airline, staying in a hotel,

rental house or condominium, and eating in restau-

rants.

“Our customers love their RVs and they love to

travel,” said Hickman.
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The third Boards & Waves Expo is scheduled from

10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on June 3–4 at the Melbourne

Auditorium, 625 E. Hibiscus Blvd. This year’s event will

celebrate surfboard builders and shapers, both past and

present, and will feature a homemade surfboard contest,

sponsored by Millennium Foam, at 11:30 a.m. daily.

The contest will allow up to 10 registered partici-

pants per day the opportunity to showcase their

homemade surfboards. Entries will be judged by

professional surfboard shapers for a chance to win a

Millennium Foam surfboard blank.

This event provides novice shapers the opportunity to

display their work, and will possibly identify the next

“Young Gun of Foam,” a term used to describe an up–

and–coming surfboard shaper with less than five years

of experience.

Boards & Waves Expo III, the only consumer surf

expo on the East Coast, will feature shapers from all

over Florida, including 19–year–old “Young Gun”

Brayden Brown. He shaped his first board at 13 when

he decided he wanted a new board and sought to build it

himself.

“It all started for me in 2010 when I wanted a new

board and had the thought I could build one,” Brown

said. “It was made from a piece of EPS foam from Home

Depot and a piece of cedar I milled into a rocker shape.

It was epoxy. I still have it.”

Fast forward seven years, and Brown is now the

shaper, glasser, sander and owner of Board Theory, the

company he founded when he was 17 years old, in his

hometown of Daytona Beach.

According to Expo producer, Dave Seehafer, an avid

surfer and action sports–industry consultant, the

industry needs more “young guns” like Brown. Since

Brevard County has the highest concentration of

shapers compared to anywhere else on the East Coast of

the U.S., what better place is there for young shapers to

display their work and refine their skills.

“There are plenty of others like Brayden out there

that just need to believe in themselves, have some

support behind them and go for it, even though it’s very

challenging and competitive,” said Seehafer. “Brevard

County is filled with shapers with generations of

experience and insight, and they’re willing to help young

shapers for the future of surfboards.”

In addition to looking toward the future, the Expo is

also celebrating legends of the past. This year’s install-

ment will honor East Coast Surfing Hall of Famers,

Pete Dooley, founder of Natural Art Surfboards, and the

“Godfather of East Coast Surfing,” the late Dick Catri,

founder of Catri Surfboards, for their contributions to

surfboard shaping and East Coast surfing.

For more information on Boards & Waves Expo III

and to register for the homemade surfboard contest,

visit www.BoardsAndWaves.com.

For more information on Brayden Brown and Board

Theory, visit BoardTheory.com.

Boards & Waves Expo at Melbourne Auditorium June 3–4 to feature homemade surfboard contest
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Causeway Mowers
Continued from page 11

the community.”

The Sheltons have been entrepreneurs in Brevard

County for most of their adult lives, and embody the

pioneering spirit of small–business owners. They started,

built, and ran a large lawn maintenance and landscaping

venture in the county before purchasing Causeway

Mowers.

“We were interested in getting into the other side of the

business (retail) and around that same time we learned

that the original owner of Causeway Mowers was looking

to retire,” said Diana Shelton.

“So the timing for making the transition was perfect.

Everything worked out. We purchased the business in

2005. Kevin knows all about the equipment, inside and

out. He has years of experience in the field as an end–

user.”

She said it’s an “exciting business and we are seeing the

economy get stronger and stronger in Brevard County.

People are buying homes that will require maintenance

and landscaping. Many times people want to do their own

lawn work and we’re their equipment source. We’re on

track to have a good year.”

Power lawn and garden equipment is a $10 billion

industry and growing. It is expected to rise 3.2 percent per

year over the next two years.

The gains will be supported by the accelerating growth

in the single–family housing market and the number of

landscaping establishments, which will result in increased

demand for both consumer and commercial–grade

equipment, according to a report by Freedonia Group.

Sales will also benefit from ongoing technological

innovations, including improvements to battery–powered

products that allow for longer run times and faster

recharging.

“We see eco–friendly lawn and garden tools as the wave

of the future,” said Kevin Shelton. “And our customers are

looking for equipment that will be eco–friendly, too.

Electric, battery–powered, and even propane–powered

equipment helps fight pollution. I think as we go forward,

the sale of eco–friendly equipment will drive the growth of

our business.”

Honda has just introduced the company’s first robotic

lawn mower for use in the United States, and it is sched-

uled to arrive in dealer showrooms this summer.

Called the “Miimo,” the lawn mower uses a microcom-

puter, timer, and sensors to provide automated, unat-

tended grass cutting within a defined lawn area. Honda’s

battery–powered robotic mower is “quiet, recharges

quickly, and offers three different programmable cutting

patterns.”

“We greatly enjoy this business because the equipment

continues to evolve, getting better and better and more

innovative,” said Kevin Shelton.

“Staying up–to–date on all the equipment changes by

the different brands can be challenging at times. We learn

something new every day. Our greatest satisfaction comes

when customers tell us they were able to do a great job

with the equipment they purchased from our store.”

Causeway Mowers has everything imaginable in the

lawn and garden sector, plus it has a full–service on–site

repair facility staffed with three mechanical experts, sells

parts, and rents various pieces of equipment. It also sells

pre–owned equipment.

Causeway Mowers does the warranty work on various

equipment for third parties, such as Home Depot as well.

For example, if someone buys a lawn mover from Home

Depot and it later needs repair, the work is performed by

Causeway Mowers. “And we are fast with our turnaround

times. We are committed to getting the equipment back as

soon as possible,” said Diana Shelton.

When the husband–and–wife team purchased the store

from the original owner who incorporated Causeway

Mowers in 1977 — 40 years ago — they invested in

upgrades which have helped the business become more

efficient.

“We invested in new technology and systems to better

run the business, and we brought in new brands to

broaden the store’s appeal to customers,” said Diana

Shelton.

“We made a lot of changes and upgrades. We put in

more cabinets in order to be able to store more parts and

inventory, and be able to quickly locate them. We have a

very large inventory. Causeway Mowers has everything a

customer could possibly need in the lawn and garden

sector, plus we have a full–service repair facility. We love

serving our customers. They are the ones who make it

happen.”
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‘Blue Zone’
Continued from page 1

ters to inquire about arranging a presentation in

Brevard County. Nick Buettner and his brother Dan

Buettner run the Blue Zones organization. At the time,

she did not know that Malcolm Kirschenbaum, an

attorney who remains “of counsel” to GrayRobinson,

and his wife Jane, knew Dan Buettner through a friend

of theirs.

“Here I am cold–calling to Blue Zones. I had no idea

of the local connection,” said Gleason, adding that she

discussed the Blue Zone idea over dinner with Malcolm

and Jane Kirschenbaum.

“All of sudden Malcolm calls me and says Carey

Gleason is bringing the Blue Zone people to Brevard

County,” said Jack Kirschenbaum. “I said wow! That’s

the ‘big league of the big leagues’ of the health and

wellness concept — international.”

A Blue Zone is a community–led, well–being

improvement initiative deigned to make healthy

choices easier through permanent changes to a city’s

environment, policy, and social networks. The ap-

proach includes participation from restaurants to

grocery stores to health–care systems.

“Health First is working on a paradigm shift, which

centers on keeping people healthy and out of the

hospital,” said Jack Kirschenbaum. “The Blue Zone

concept fits perfectly with their mission.”

He continued, “We’re trying to raise awareness as to

what this Blue Zone idea is all about. And we need

companies like Northrop Grumman, Harris, Publix,

Embarer, The Fresh Market, Lucky’s Market, Aldi,

Winn–Dixie, Space Coast Health Foundation, The

Viera Co., and many others to say this is something

they want to learn more about. A healthy community

and a healthy workforce are very attractive to employ-

ers. People want to live in healthy communities. People

want to work in healthy communities.”

Jack Kirschenbuam said he recently heard Apple

CEO Tim Cook speak. “He said corporations are going

to have souls, and it’s not just about profit anymore.

The companies that have souls will likely attract

investors.”

Expanding your social circle to include healthy–

minded and supportive people might be one of the most

significant ways to add happy and quality–filled years

to your life.

According to research, more than 70 percent of our

health is influenced by our behaviors and surround-

ings, while just 30 percent is influenced by genetics and

access to health care.

“Recently, I decided to change some things in my life

and I visited the Pritikin Longevity Center at Doral in

Miami, which totally opened my eyes to a lot of positive

things that I was looking to do and was open to

learning more about,” said Gleason. “I also had learned

about the Blue Zone concept, which is all about living

better and living longer. My grandfather lived to be 91.

He was still gardening at that age and eating a lot of

plant–based foods. He stayed active.”

Carey Gleason is a sixth–generation Floridian. Her

grandfather, William Lansing Gleason, is credited with

founding Indian Harbour Beach.

The Blue Zone project team has deep experience

working in partnership with community leaders,

businesses, schools, restaurants, grocery stores, faith–

based organizations, employers, public jurisdictions,

and others to optimize health in settings where people

spend most of their time.

“Is Brevard County, or a section of it, ready for a

community effort as big as this undertaking? That is

the question that begs. You have to totally embrace

this initiative and go all in. It has to be a grassroots

effort,” said Jack Kirschenbaum, who sees the city of

Cocoa Beach as a good fit for a Blue Zone project.

Many cities in Florida have niches. For instance,

St. Augustine is known for its history. Locally, down-

town Melbourne and Eau Gallie showcase the arts.

“Recently, my wife Diane said the niche Cocoa Beach

should pursue is health and wellness,” said Jack

Kirschenbaum. “Cocoa Beach has the river, the ocean,

the golf course, tennis courts, health food stores,

surfing, and skiing — every indoor and outdoor activity

you can imagine.”

He added, “Diane started looking around and she

found no place with the geography, no place as com-

pact, and no place with the weather like Cocoa Beach.

So we started talking to anybody who would listen.

Diane met with health–food restaurant owners and

other restaurant owners; we talked to Ron Jon’s, the

Cocoa Beach Surf Company, to spa owners, and other

businesses. Everybody we talked to said the health and

wellness niche was a great idea. We didn’t find one

person who said this was a stupid idea.”

Blue Zones are places where people live measurably

longer, happier lives with lower rates of chronic

diseases and a higher quality of life. Physically,

socially, and emotionally, these people are living their

lives longer and better, according to extensive research

compiled on some of the communities designated as

Blue Zones.

“The project focuses on the environment (people,

places, and policies) — making the healthy choice the

easier choice in our communities,” said Nick Buettner,

who spoke at Leadership Florida’s annual meeting last

year and recently addressed a group in Brevard

County.

Nick Buettner spends a lot of time traveling and

making Blue Zone presentations in community

settings. “Between implementing our Blue Zone work

in 42 communities across the nation, and doing

speeches around the world, last year I was on the road

more than 160 days,” he said.

Nick Buettner made a Blue Zones presentation

April 11 in the Community Room at “Florida Today” in

Melbourne. “There were about 130 people at the

event,” said Gleason. “It was a very positive atmo-

sphere with a lot of great feedback from the attendees.”

The community partners for that program included

the Bridges Foundation, Lead Brevard, GrayRobinson,

“Florida Today,” Florida Eye Associates, McBride

Marketing, and Ron Jon Surf Shop. To learn more

about Brevard’s quest to become a Blue Zone, contact

Gleason at CGleason@MyBridges.org.

Dan Buettner — a “National Geographic” Fellow

who holds three Guinness records for endurance

cycling — is the author of “The New York Times” best–

selling book “The Blue Zones: Lessons for Living

Longer from the People Who Have Lived the Longest.”

Scientists found five “Blue Zones” in different parts of

the world and Dan Buettner documented these

findings in his book.

The research, coupled with an eight–year worldwide

longevity study, has been used to develop Blue Zone

tools and programs. He is the founder of the Blue Zones

Project, which was established in 2010. Dan Buettner

identified five regions of the world — “Blue Zones” —

with the highest concentration of people living to

100 years or older.

In the United States, Marion, Iowa, is one of the

communities where research was recently conducted to

gauge the success of that city’s Blue Zone program.

Gallup conducted the survey during a four–week

period beginning Sept. 23, 2016, nearly two years after

the Blue Zone program officially kicked off in Marion.

The survey shows the city’s overall “Well–Being Index”

rose 4.4 points, or 7 percent, from 61.8 in 2014 to 66.2

in 2016. Obesity is down 19 points, a drop of nearly

55 percent since 2014. Obesity now sits at just 16

percent in Marion, well below national and state levels.

Florida has the 35th highest adult obesity rate in

the nation, according to “The State of Obesity: Better

Policies for a Healthier America,” which was released

last September by the Trust for America’s Health and

the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.

The Sunshine State’s adult obesity rate is currently

26.8 percent, up from 18.4 percent in 2000 and from

11.4 percent in 1990.

But Florida is not alone. According to the most

recent data, adult obesity rates now exceed 35 percent

in four states, 30 percent in 25 states and are above

20 percent in all states.

One key piece of the Blue Zones program centers on

policies, said Nick Buettner. “Government leaders have

the power to implement both policies and programs

that profoundly affect health, helping us move natu-

rally or providing us better access to healthier foods.”

“We not only have to reach out to the large compa-

nies in Brevard County, but we also have to reach out

to elected officials and government officials — the

mayors, the commissioners, the city managers, and

their staffs,” said Jack Kirschenbaum.

“And we have to get involved with the small–

business owners in the region. It’s going to take a

community–wide effort. Hopefully, people will express

their desire to take the next step in the process and

invest in a Blue Zone assessment of our county.”

Said Gleason, “This is a journey we have started

and we want to complete.”

“If entities like the Space Coast Health Foundation

or Harris Corp. or Health First or Northrop Grumman,

for example, say this is the way to tomorrow, all of a

sudden we can take that next step. If we have an

assessment conducted and it turns out favorably, then

we are on our way,” said Jack Kirschenbaum.




